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6

Abstract7

This research paper examined the ways how translators translated metaphors in the dubbing8

of animation songs and measured the degree of loss occurred in rendering metaphors from9

English into Arabic; these two languages are culturally and linguistically distinct languages.10

This study employed descriptive qualitative methods. The data used in this research were11

metaphors of songs from three animated musical movies: Beauty and the Beast, Tangled, and12

Pocahontas. This paper analyzed the translation of metaphors depending on the cognitive13

theory proposed by Mandelblit (1995). The results proved that even though translating14

metaphors in animation songs was a laborious process, they did not always cause a problem of15

untranslatability; on the contrary, translators can render metaphors from English onto Arabic16

without a significant loss in terms of meaning and sound patterns. Compensation in kind and17

compensation in place helped to achieve the translatability of metaphors in cartoon films?18

songs. The analysis of source and target metaphors revealed that there were three translation19

procedures used to translate metaphors in animation songs, namely: replacing the source20

metaphor with a target metaphor (substitution), translating the metaphor into sense21

(paraphrasing), and using literal translation.22

23

Index terms— cognitive approach, metaphor, animation, alliteration, dubbing, compensation.24

1 Introduction25

nimation is the creation of a cartoon film using technological improvement. In this audiovisual film, a story26
is being portrayed in a way that is attractive for a young audience. For this reason, there are many songs in27
most of the animation films, and these songs make the dubbing of an animation a challenge. Dubbing involves28
replacing a source language (SL) voice with a target language (TL) one. Thus, the translator is surrounded by29
many factors that should be considered in the process of dubbing animation songs. These are the content of the30
source song (SS), the gap between the source and target cultures, the audience, lip synchronization, music, and31
sound patterns, such as phonic and prosodic features.32

The difficulty of dubbing animation songs increases, even more, when these songs include metaphors. When33
metaphors are used, we approach the problem of untranslatability because a metaphor is an expression that is34
not used literally; instead, it expresses meaning in an indirect, implicit, and creative way.35

Therefore, it is a priority that translators understand the intended meaning of this indirect comparison before36
rendering it into the TL. When translators make sure that the sense is intact, they have to pay attention to the37
musical features of the song, which contribute to the complexity of translating metaphors in dubbed animation38
songs.39
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9 REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE A) METAPHOR AND
TRANSLATION

2 II.40

3 Purpose of the Study41

This study aims at covering issues related to the translation of metaphors in dubbed animation songs, particularly42
when these metaphors are used for sound effects. The challenges translators face, and the ways they resolve43
them are discussed. The quality of the outcome is, moreover, among the main issues to be dealt with in this44
research paper. This study tests the translatability of metaphors in dubbed animation songs; examines whether45
the cultural gap is bridgeable; identifies the translation procedures used in translating metaphors in dubbed46
animation songs, and determines where and when translating a metaphor in dubbed animation songs meets with47
and differs from translating a metaphor in other literary texts.48

4 III.49

5 Statement of the Problem50

This study deals with the complexity of translating metaphors in the dubbing of animation songs. The metaphors51
are at risk of being misunderstood and then misinterpreted because of the cultural and linguistic differences52
between English and Arabic. What sophisticates this process is, furthermore, the sound patterns that a metaphor53
may have.54

6 A Importance of the Study55

Although there is a great amount of research on the translation of metaphors, there is not enough attention paid56
to translating metaphors in animation and particularly in animation songs. The researcher was not able to find57
researches in this field of study. Hence, the researcher expects that this research paper will motivate researchers58
to investigate and study this issue in more detail.59

V.60

7 The Hypothesis of the Study61

This study depends on the cognitive theory of metaphor translation to examine the translation of metaphors. It62
concerns how people conceptualize the world around them and how this is reflected by using words. Subsequently,63
this study tests the assumption that loss in translating metaphors of animation songs is unavoidable. This study64
claims that in handling metaphors in the dubbing of animation songs, translators can preserve both content and65
sound patterns.66

8 VI.67

9 Review of Related Literature a) Metaphor and Translation68

This section is more limited than it is expected to be because this field of study, where the theory of translating69
animation songs and the theory of translating metaphors are combined, has not received much attention.70

One of the extensive studies on translating metaphors is conducted by Newmark (1988). He defines71
metaphors as figurative cognitive, aesthetic expressions that describe one thing in terms of another, demonstrating72
resemblance between these different things: the image and the object. Newmark (1995, P104-105) uses these73
two terms (the image and object) and the sense to describe metaphors. The image is the picture the metaphor74
draws in peoples’ minds, the object is what the metaphor describes, and the similarity between the object and75
the image is the sense which also reflects the meaning intended by the metaphor.76

He further suggests seven procedures to deal with metaphors in the process of translation. These can be77
summarized as follows: 1. Reduce the metaphor into its sense, 2. reproduce the same image in the TL, 3.78
convert the metaphor into a simile, 4. translate the metaphor into a simile along with its sense, 5. translate it79
by an equivalent metaphor in the TL, 6. combine the same metaphor with its sense and 7. delete the metaphor.80
Newmark adds that in dealing with metaphors, the contextual factors take supreme over the importance of the81
metaphor in the text (Newmark, 1988). Dickens et al. (2002), additionally, name five approaches to tackle the82
translation of metaphors, namely: literal translation, transplanting the source language metaphor (SLM) with83
an equivalent target-language metaphor, paraphrasing the metaphor, converting the metaphor to a simile and84
deleting the metaphor altogether. Our view is that every single one of these methods affects the content, lyrical85
style, and sound patterns differently.86

Many scholars, such as Hatim and Munday (2004), Luthen (2002), Nida and Taber (1969) and Speath (1915)87
state that when form and meaning are interrelated, we approach untranslatability.; therefore, they suggest that88
text arrangement or interpretation are the terms that have to be used in the process of transferring song lyrics89
from one language into another. In their paper ’TRANSLATING SONG LYRICS A Study of the Translation of90
the Three Musicals’, Andersson and Ulvaeus (2009) claim that paraphrasing is the dominant translation strategy91
followed in translating song lyrics.92

Henceforth, when it comes to translating metaphors in a song, the complexity of translation is even elevated,93
and loss is unavoidable.94
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10 b) Metaphor Translation in Literary Texts: The Faithful95

versus the Beautiful96

In literary texts, metaphors are not as easily accessible and familiar as they are in other genres. Translating97
metaphors in literary texts is a pivotal issue that attracted translation theorist’s attention. Translation scholars98
have discussed how metaphors can be translated in stories, poems, and other expressive literary texts.99

In translating metaphors in stories, for example, both form and meaning are of paramount importance.100
However, more often than not, the priority is given to transferring the sense, not to the story’s form. Readability is101
identified as one crucial criterion in translating stories. Thus, translators’ resort to the communicative translation102
where the semantic translation is not of much help (Park, 2009).103

Unlike translating metaphors in stories, the form is not compromised in translating metaphors in poetry. On104
the contrary, the form and meaning of metaphors are equally important as it is exactly the case with translating105
metaphors in dubbed animation songs. What distinguishes the translation of metaphors in animation songs from106
metaphor translation in poems is that animation songs are combined with music. In addition to the rhyme,107
rhythm and meter that have to be considered in translating poems, music is a crucial component in dubbed108
animation songs. Simplification is another useful criterion that has to be considered since the audience is young109
teenagers. However, in translating serious poems or Shakespearean work, translators do not think about simplicity110
since the focus is on creating an equally creative and aesthetic text.111

In high literature, not only form and meaning have to be preserved; the image in the TL metaphor has also to112
be as close as possible to that of the SLM. In other words, the metaphor has to be kept in translation (ibid.). In113
the dubbing of animation songs, on the other hand, if the image of the source metaphor (SM) is very sophisticated114
for the young audience, and if keeping the metaphor affects the sound patterns of the song, translators are not115
expected to keep the metaphor or its image.116

Another difference between metaphors in animation songs and metaphors in other literary texts is the function117
a metaphor has. For example, in creative writing, such as poetry and creative prose, metaphors have aesthetic118
value. These metaphors have to be interpreted literally. Unlike serious creative literature, decorative metaphors119
are used in other literary texts, such as fiction and essays. Decorative metaphors can be replaced by other120
metaphorical or non-metaphorical expressions (Raymond van den ??roeck, 1981, P76). Metaphors in animation121
songs are of the decorative, not the creative type. For example, the metaphors: ’I’m a question to the world,’ ’let122
it roll right off your shoulders,’ and ’there is a perfect world shinning in your eyes’ are all instances of decorative123
metaphors.124

Low (2017) states that translators have to preserve the richness of metaphors in translating song lyrics.125
However, this is not the aim of translators who deal with animation song metaphors.126

It is worth mentioning that translators of animation songs have to produce a simplified, sing-able, and127
acceptable metaphor that is faithful to the SM. This research paper will demonstrate when and how this is128
achievable.129

VII.130

11 Methodology131

VIII.132

12 Results133

The results of this study can be summarized as follows:134
In the dubbing of animation songs, there were three methods followed to handle metaphors: 1) replacing135

the SLM with a target language metaphor (TLM), 2) reducing the metaphor into its sense, and 3) using literal136
translation procedure.137

The data was collected from animation songs dubbed into Arabic, and particularly into the Egyptian Dialect138
(ED). In this study, there are about forty-four metaphors taken from the songs of three animated musical films:139
’Beauty and the Beast,’ ’Tangled,’ and ’Pocahontas.’ Nineteen of these metaphors are translated into ground.140
Fourteen are translated literally. Eleven metaphors are translated into equivalent Arabic metaphors (EAM).141

The ED version of the animation ’Tangled’ was retrieved from https://shahidwbas.com/watch.php?vid142
=222e0297b (on the 5 th Jan 2020), and the English version retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/143
watch?v=geZ84BoqHv4 (on 3 rd Jan 2020). The English version of ’Beauty and the Beast’ was retrieved from144
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bur4cVtXo4c. (on 10 th Jan 2020). Two days later, the Arabic version re-145
trieved from https://vod.alarab.com/v75328%D9%81%D9%8A%D9%84%D9%85_%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A7%D9%86%D146
9%8A%D9%85%D9%8A%D8%B4%D9%86_%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AC%D9%85%D9%8A%D9%84%D8%A9_%D9%147
88%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%88%D8%AD%D8%B4__1991. ’Pocahontas’ was retrieved from148
https://yesmovies.ag/ movie/pocahontas-7511/watching. html (on 7 th Jan 2020),149
and its dubbing retrieved from https://www.stardima. com/watch/%D9%81%D9%8A%150
D9%84%D9%85%D9%83%D8%B1%D8%AA%D9%88%D9%86%D8%A8% D9%88% D9%83%D8%A7%D9%87%D9%88%D9%86%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%B3-151
pocahontas-1-%D9%85%D8%AF%D8%A 8%D9%84%D8%AC-%D9% 84%D9%87%D8%AC%D8%A9-152
%D9%85% D8%B5_0ac 566e12.html (on 9 th Jan 2020). These three animations are translated by153
Disney Character Voices International, INC.154
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12 RESULTS

This research is a qualitative study that uses the descriptive-analytic approach to analyze the data. The155
researcher additionally evaluated the collected data according to the following criteria: naturalness, acceptability,156
accuracy, fluency, simplicity, musicality, and sound patterns: rhyme and alliteration.157

In this study, the researcher has classified metaphors according to the translation strategy used in translating158
metaphors in dubbed animation songs. The first section focuses on the metaphors that are translated into EAMs.159
The second section analyzes the metaphors that are translated into the ground level. In the third section, the160
literal translation strategy is discussed. In the first and second sections, two SMs are analyzed then their dubbing161
into the ED is investigated to examine the degree of loss in terms of meaning and sound patterns. The last section162
presents examples of metaphors that are translated literally.163

It was clear that translating a metaphor into a TLM was not a priority. Yet, it was advisable as the EAM not164
only approximated the meaning of the SM, but it also functioned as a decorative tool. It also created a more165
entertaining song and enriched the imagination of young audience.166

However, the EAM had to be: 1) comprehensible for a young audience, 2) commonly used in their culture,167
3) suitable for the sound patterns of the original song, and 4) close in meaning to the SM. Furthermore, it was,168
obviously, possible to reflect the same image of the target metaphor (TM) through compensation in kind (CIK)169
and compensation in place (CIP).170

Cultural transposition and partial equivalence were the procedures followed in replacing the SLMs with TLMs.171
The translator cleansed the dubbed target song (DTS) from all foreign items and ideas and replaced them with172
culture-specific Arabic metaphors.173

There were two results of this cultural transplantation: 1) partial transplantation where the image and vehicle174
of the SM were kept, 2) total transplantation where the image and vehicle of the SM were transformed.175

Preserving the image and vehicle was not of priority in translating metaphors in animation songs; meanwhile,176
maintaining the sense and sound patterns was of supreme importance. Consequently, the translator resorted to177
translating the metaphor into the ground level and using the literal translation strategy, when it was impossible178
to render the SM into a TM.179

In animation songs, the vehicle of a metaphor was handled differently. It depended on whether the same180
vehicle existed in the TL and had the same function as the SL vehicle or not.181

In translating a metaphor into ground (paraphrasing), dynamic equivalence was aimed at, as the purpose of182
translation was to create an equivalent effect on the target audience. Moreover, making the implicit explicit was183
another adjustment technique used in translating metaphors in animation songs.184

It was also clear that literal translation was a successful way of translating metaphors in animation songs, in185
case it produced approximate sound patterns and natural, acceptable, and comprehensible meaning for young186
teenagers. In some instances, where literal translation was not enough to preserve the rhyme of the song, the187
translator resorted to adding a word or phrase that helped to produce the required rhyme without affecting the188
meaning and syllable count of the verse.189

The audience, target culture, and sound patterns, particularly alliteration and rhyme, were crucial factors190
determining which translation procedure to be followed in translating a metaphor in an animation song.191

If the metaphor had a sound pattern and this sound pattern had a function in the song, this sound pattern192
had to be kept or approximated in the DTS.193

In dealing with metaphors in the dubbing of animation songs, the translator did not sacrifice the meaning for194
the sake of sound effects nor the sound effects for the sake of the sense; on the contrary, by taking the contextual195
factors and text type into consideration and by using the linguistic repertoire of Arabic language and culture,196
the translator was successful in the translation process. What also helped to make this translation successful was197
using compensation: CIK and CIP.198

The criteria that the translator worked accordingly were: accuracy of the message, faithfulness to the intended199
content of the SM, sincerity to the target culture, as well as, acceptability, naturalness, and musicality.200

Despite the complexity of translating metaphors, it was possible to render the intended meaning of the SMs201
preserving the sound patterns when dubbing animation songs from English into Arabic and, more specifically,202
into the ED. It was also clear that instances of gain were detected. The DTSs were sometimes clearer for the203
young audience.204

Using the Egyptian dialect gave dubbing flexibility as it offered a wide range of options for translators to205
choose the option that: 1) reflected the meaning of the SM and 2) fitted its sound patterns.206

This research paper was proof that metaphors in animation songs were translatable, despite all the challenges207
the translator faced starting from understanding the intended meaning of the SM to approximating its sound208
patterns. This study also proved that the cultural gap between English and Arabic could be bridgeable.209

The TMs were easy to be comprehended. Translators were able to produce clean metaphors that do not have210
cultural, contextual, or stylistic peculiarities.211

The translation of metaphors in animation songs should be beautiful and faithful at the same time as in poetry.212
Neither the meaning nor the form has to be sacrificed. What distinguishes translating metaphors in animation213
songs from translating metaphors in poetry are: simplification and approximating the sound patterns of the SSs.214
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13 IX.215

14 Discussion a) English Culture-Specific Metaphors Trans-216

lated into EAMs217

This section will measure the degree of loss, in terms of meaning and sound patterns, in translating SMs into218
TMs. The following table presents the SMs that are translated into TMs. The researcher studies two of these219
metaphors. In the song ’Mother Knows Best’ in the animation film ’Tangled,’ the woman who pretends to be220
Rapunzel’s mother is trying to convince Rapunzel that she is weak and unable to protect herself. In this way,221
she will be able to persuade Rapunzel to stay in the tower. To convey her message, the woman uses a metaphor222
and a simile at the beginning of the song. She says: ’look at you as fragile as a flower, still a little sapling just a223
sprout.’224

The parts of the metaphor ’still a little sapling just a sprout’ are the object (Rapunzel), the vehicles (sapling225
and sprout), and the sense (being young and weak). One domain-source or donor-is partially mapped into226
another domain-target or recipient (Barcelona, 2000, P3). The source domain (SD) is Rapunzel-which is itself227
a sub-domain of human beings. This domain is mapped into the target domain (TD): a plant-a sprout and a228
sapling, which are sub-domain of a plant. The similarity between a plant and Rapunzel is as follows: ? The229
small plant is young and green; Rapunzel is beautiful and young. ? The young plant and the young person need230
someone to protect them. ? The young plant has to be kept in a place where nothing harms it, and Rapunzel231
has to live in the tower to be protected from other people. ? The sprout is the shoot of a plant that stays under232
the soil; Rapunzel also has to stay in the tower. ? These similarities between the SD and TD have to be reflected233
in the translation of this metaphor.234

15 The EAM: ?????ï»?”ïº?”? ?????? ?????? ???ïº?”? ’235

If the metaphor ’still a little sapling just a sprout’ were translated literally, the translation would be: ?????ïº?”?236
?”?????? ?????ïº?””.? ?????? ?????ïº?”? Although the words ?’????’? and ?????ïº?””’? ?”????ïº?”? express the237
meaning intended by the SM. But it is not natural in Arabic to describe a person as being ??????’? ?.’?????? It238
does not, moreover, fit the phonic and the prosodic features of the SS. This metaphor, instead, is translated as:239
?????ï»?”ïº?””? ?????? ?????? ?”??ïº?”? In the Arab culture, the metaphor: ????’? ?????? ?’????? is used to240
indicate that the person is young, has no experience in life, and is unable to protect him/herself. This meaning241
is further enforced by the word ?,???ï»?”ïº?”? which means kind and fragile. But, is there any loss incurred on242
the levels of meaning and sound patterns?243

16 Loss in Meaning244

The SM does not only mean that the person is young and weak; it also indicates that this person has to be245
hidden inside the tower. This meaning is implied by the word ’sprout.’ The point that Rapunzel has to live in246
the tower is crucial in this animated movie. The EAM does not reflect this sense. However, it is expressed in247
the following line when the woman says ?????”.? ?????? ?ï»?”?? ?ï»?”??? ?”????? The meaning of ’sprout’ is248
compensated for in another place in the stanza; this is called compensation in place (CIP).249

The vehicle or the TD is the same in the SM and the TM. In both languages, Rapunzel is compared to a250
plant. In English, the sprout and sapling are used, whereas the branch is used in Arabic. The same domain is251
referred to, but different sub-domains are used. CIK is used to preserve the intended meaning. But, why does252
not the translator use the same sub-domain ?????’? ?’?????? instead of ?????’? ??’????? The word ’sprout’ is,253
nevertheless, used in Arabic to describe a young person, and it also implies that this person is rooted in a place.254
The reason why the translator uses ’ ?????? ?’????? is that it is more in circulation. Here, as the audience is255
young, they hear a familiar term that helps them to understand the meaning. The color green is used in this256
context because this color is an indication of being young. Another reason for using ?????”? ?”????? not ?????”?257
?”?????”?????? is to avoid loss in sound patterns.258

17 SMs TMs259

18 and its ED dubbing260

There is alliteration, the repetition of sound or sounds at the beginning of the words, ’still, sapling, sprout, stay,261
safe, sound and soon.’ The function of this alliteration is to connect these words to create cohesion and coherence262
in the stanza. This alliteration means that Rapunzel is still a sprout and sapling, so she has to stay in this tower263
to be safe and sound.264

In the DTS, alliteration is found in: ??????? ?”????? ???”.? ??? ?????ïº?”? ??? ?????ïº?”? ??? This265
alliteration indicates that Rapunzel is living ?’????ïº?”’? in this ?’??’? because of her ?’???.’? On the other266
hand, ?’????ïº?”’? rhymes with ’ ????ï»?”ïº?”? ??? ?.’??ïº?”? This rhyme implies that she is living in this267
tower because she is fragile. The meaning reflected by the alliteration in the SS is reflected by alliteration and268
rhyme in the DTS. This is called CIK. If ?’????’? were translated as ?’?????’? there would not be alliteration in269
?????ïº?”’? ??? ?’????? and the meaning expressed by this alliteration would be lost.270

10.34257/GJHSSGVOL20IS12PG1 5



23 THE IMAGE METAPHOR ’DYING IN THE DUST’

19 ’My Sneer Could Curdle Dairy’271

’ ?????ïº?”? ??ï»?”???? ?????? ?ï»?”?? // ???????ïº?”? ????? ???? ??? ?’???? is a translation for ’I’m malicious,272
mean, and scary// My sneer could curdle dairy.’ ’My sneer could curdle dairy’ is a metaphor used in a song273
called ’I’ve got a dream.’ In this song, Rapunzel met many ugly people who sang this song. This metaphor means274
that the speaker is ugly and scary to the extent that his derisive smile curdles dairy. ’Curdle,’ as is defined in275
Al-maany dictionary, means: become thicker and more solid as it dries (”Curdle,” 2020). The word curdle is276
used with words, such as milk and blood. If one’s blood is curdled, it is frozen in the veins. The sense that the277
speaker wants to express is that he is a scary ugly person whose smile freezes the blood of other people. In this278
metaphor, the object is (sneer), the vehicle is (curdle), and the sense is (ugliness that frightens people).279

In translating this metaphor, the translator has to be aware that in Arabic, we do not use the image of curdling280
milk to describe an ugly person. However, we can do so by the metaphor: ??????”.? ???? ???????ïº?”? ???????281
?”??? A complete transformation happens. Neither the same vehicle nor the same image is used. The object in282
the Arabic metaphor is ?;’??’? the vehicle is ’ ???????ïº?”? ??????? ’ and the sense is (ugliness and bad luck).283
The translator adapts the English metaphor to fit the Arab culture. This cultural transplantation happens to284
add a native color to the animation song ??Mnacere, 1988, P569). In doing this, the translator minimizes the285
effort on the part of the young audience.286

20 Loss in Meaning287

Table ??: The first stanza from the song ’I’ve got a dream’ and its ED dubbing This Arabic metaphor means288
that this person is scary, ugly, and brings bad luck so that no yeast will be available for dough. The sense of bad289
luck is not implied in the SM; this is considered an addition to the meaning, so it is a loss. The image of curdling290
milk, freezing blood, and a scary voice is not expressed in the Arabic metaphor; this is another loss. But, do291
these instances of loss affect the meaning?292

21 SS DTS293

Look at you as fragile as flower.294
Still a little sapling just a sprout.295
You know why we stay up in this tower Rapunzel: ”I know but” It is not natural to translate this metaphor296

literally ’. ??????? ?????? ???????ïº?”? ?’????????? The exact image, therefore, is compromised for naturalness297
and comprehensibility. Preserving the image and vehicle is not a priority in translating metaphors in animation298
songs. Maintaining the sense and sound patterns is the point.299

The meaning of the three-word list ’malicious, mean, and scary’ seems to be lost in the translation. The words300
’ ?????? ??? ??’are?????? not expressed by the metaphor. However, this meaning is reflected in another part in301
this stanza ??????’? ?’?????? which implies being ??????? ?.????? CIP is used to minimize the loss in meaning.302
Whether the deletion of these three words affect the musicality of the song or not is the focus of the following303
section.304

22 Loss in Sound Patterns305

If the translator translated ’I’m malicious, mean and scary’ as ?????’? ??? ??????? ?????? ?’???? and then306
translated the metaphor into ???????ïº?”’? ????? ?’????there would not be any loss in the meaning, but the307
rhyme and the rhythm of the song will be broken; nevertheless, the three words alliterate with each other.308

In this stanza, there is alliteration in ’malicious, mean// scary, sneer// could, curdle.’ There is also rhyme in309
’scary, dairy// look, hook’. In the translation, there is alliteration in ??ï»?”???’? ????,? ?’,???,? and rhyme in310
’ ?????? ?????,? // ?????ïº?”? ?.’??????ïº?”,? The two sets of alliteration in the first two English lines are also311
expressed by alliteration in the Arabic Metaphor. The rhyme of the SS is preserved. Consequently, there is no312
loss in sound patterns.313

It is noted that by using the Arabic repertoire, the translator succeeds in achieving this aim. He uses the word314
??ï»?”???? instead of ??????? to preserve the alliteration and syllable count. He also adds the ?????ïº?”?word??315
at the end of this verse to keep the rhyme of the stanza.316

Transplanting the SLMs with EAMs doesn’t result in any significant loss on meaning or sound levels.317
b) The Metaphor is Reduced into its Sense Farghal says that ”metaphors rarely correspond formally and/or318

functionally across languages,” so the metaphor is to ”be reduced to its communicative import” ??Farghal, 1995,319
P56). Thus, translators often translate a metaphor into its sense. The two metaphors that are analyzed in this320
section are: ’we’ll see them dying in the dust’ from ’Pocahontas’ and ’he is not whole without a soul to wait321
upon’ from ’Beauty and the Beast.’ The following discussion shows how the connotations of the vehicles (dust322
and soul) are translated and manifests, whether reducing a metaphor into its sense causes loss or not.323

23 The Image Metaphor ’Dying in the Dust’324

’We’ll see them dying in the dust’ is a verse from the song ’Savages.’ This song reveals the conflict between325
Englishmen (white) and Native Americans (red). Each party threatens to get rid of the other. If the Native326
Americans just said ’we’ll see them dying,’ the intended meaning (that they want to kill the English) would be327
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reflected. In this song, however, the metaphorical phrase ’in the dust’ is used to imply further connotations;328
the image of death is compared to a thing that goes in the dust without being realized. The three parts of this329
metaphor are the object (death), the vehicle (dust), and the sense (being unworthy).330

24 The Connotations of ’Dust’331

A part of the overall meaning of this metaphor comes from its allusive meaning, which is ”an inter-textual feature”332
and evokes ”an associated saying or quotation” ??Dickens et al., 2002:70). This metaphor is associated with: an333
idiom, ’bite the dust’ and an event in the 1930s and is known as ’the dust bowl’.334

’Bite the dust’-as explained by idioms.thefreedictionary, means to die, to break, to fail, to give out, and to335
stop existing. Thus, ’dying in the dust’ connotes failing, breaking, and giving out as well as dying (”Bite the336
dust”, 2020). These connotations imply that the Englishmen deserve death because they are an unworthy failing337
race. Their death is not realized like something that disappears in the dust.338

On the other hand, this metaphorical expression reminds the readers of the dust bowl in the 1930s when dust339
storms destroyed the lands of the US and Canada. Because of this, thousands of people left their homes. This340
dust bowl caused death to land and human. In this context, the dust connotes a disaster or catastrophe that will341
happen and, as a result, so many people will die.342

All these connotations, death, being unworthy, failing, catastrophe, and non-existing are expressed by this343
image metaphor. The image of these people turning into dust after they die is the intended sense of this344
metaphor. Nothing remains except this dust and their bones.345

25 Loss in Translating this Cultural Metaphor346

If the SM and TM are analyzed grammatically, the following will be noticed: ’We will see them dying in the dust’347
is a sentence whose complement is an adjectival phrase, which is the metaphor being studied. In this sentence,348
the singer is not the killer; he just watches while the Englishmen are dying; however, in ????’? ???????ïº?”?349
?????? ?’,???? the singer is directly the killer. The implicit meaning intended in the original sentence transferred350
into an explicit meaning in the Arabic song. The class shift is the adjustment technique the translator uses to351
compensate the intended sense.352

26 The Metaphor’ Without a Soul to Wait Upon’353

’He is not whole without a soul to wait upon’ is a verse from the song ’Be Our Guest.’ In this song, the kitchen354
tools compare their status in the old days with their condition now. This metaphor translates as: ’ ?????355
???????ïº?”? ?’???????? Does this expression have the same meaning and connotations the SM has? In the TM,356
Native Americans talk about Englishmen and describe them as being rubbish that has to be burnt. However,357
the referent to the ’dust bowl’ is not reflected in Arabic, but is it crucial in this context? The audience is young358
teenagers, so they are not aware of the dust bowl; it is not of high importance in the translation; nevertheless,359
the connotations aroused by the allusions of ’dying in the dust’ are expressed ?’??????ïº?”,’?by?? which means360
that these people are unworthy, so Indians have to get rid of them. ?’????’? implies that there is a catastrophe361
that will take place and cause death to the Englishmen. The allusions of ’dust’ are compensated by the use of a362
culture-free word ?’????ïº?”’? and a verb ?’.????’? Compensating allusions of a word by connotations of another363
word is CIK. happen. In the Arabic dubbed song, there is alliteration in ???’? ??? ????? ?’??? ?’?????’? This364
alliteration means that if there is not a master, nothing exists. Again, the function employed by the alliteration365
in English is reflected in the translation.366

27 c) Literal Translation367

Table ??: Metaphors translated literally Translators, as stated by Newmark (1988), can resort to literal368
translation when the TL meaning corresponds with the SL meaning in terms of the referent and pragmatic369
effects. However, Newmark asserts that when a translator faces a translation problem, the literal translation370
strategy will be out of the question. If this is true, this translation procedure will be the last resort in translating371
metaphors in animation songs, but the translation of the metaphors in table (6) proves the opposite. The literal372
translation strategy can be one of the best translation strategies to deal with metaphors in animation songs.373
Both meaning and sound patterns are preserved.374

In some instances where literal translation is used, the translator is obliged to add a word or phrase to the verse375
to preserve the rhyme of the song. However, such words do not affect the meaning, as they can be considered376
empty words, such as??? ? ??ï»?”?? in translating the metaphor ’they’ll eat you up alive’ into ?ï»?”?ï»?”??’?377
??????? ??.’The?????? word ??is??ï»?”??? added to preserve the rhyme with ?.???????? ??ï»?”??? does not378
affect the meaning nor the syllable count of the verse.379

28 X.380

29 Conclusion381

In animation songs, metaphors were translatable; both form and meaning can be approximated by using CIK382
and CIP. Metaphors are not only translatable; instances of gain were also found.383
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In animation songs, keeping the metaphoricity is not a priority as it is in other literary texts. What matters384
in translating metaphors in animation songs were: the meaning of the metaphor and its sound patterns.385

There are three main strategies to translate metaphors in animation songs: 1) substitution, 2) paraphrasing,386
and 3) literal translation. Cultural equivalence, partial equivalence, functional equivalence are the procedures387
used in handling metaphors in the dubbing of animation songs.388

Translators of animation songs have to be well-informed linguists, culturally-experienced translators, and389
musically talented people.390

30 XI.391

31 Recommendations392

The researcher recommends the following:393
-More extensive studies on translating metaphors in dubbed songs has to be encouraged.394
-The combination of dubbing song and metaphor translation theories has to be under the microscope of395

translation researchers. -More researches have to be done in this field of study to tackle this issue thoroughly.396
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1

Figure 1: Table 1 :

2

Gaston, you have to pull yourself to-
gether

??????? ??? ??????? ?????

Looking so down in the dumps ?????? ??? ????????? ?????? ????
Set to sacrifice our children to his mon-
strous appetite

??????? ?ï»?”??? ?????? ???? ??????
????ï»?”????..? ??????? ???????

And I won’t be so huge ??????? ?????? ???????
Why, I’ll easily fit through that door ????????? ??????????? ????? ??????
Still a little sapling just a sprout ?????ï»?”ïº?”? ?????? ?????? ???ïº?”?
All those days chasing down a day
dream

??????? ??? ?????ïº?”? ??????? ?????

All those years living in the blur ????ï»?”??? ??????? ?????? ??????
I’m malicious mean and scary ???????ïº?”? ????? ????? ?????
My sneer could curdle dairy ?????ïº?”? ??ï»?”???? ?????? ?ï»?”??
Singing to the cedar flute ???????? ??????ïº?”? ???? ??????

Figure 2: Table 2 :

4

SMs

[Note: For there is no man in town half as manly perfect, U a pure paragon! ?ï»?”??ïº?”? ????? ??????? ????
??????? ?ï»?”?? ????? U ??????? ??? ????? ??ï»?”??? ?????]

Figure 3: Table 4 :
399
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Life is so unnerving ????????? ??????
For a servant who’s not serving ??????? ???? ????? ????????
He’s not whole without a soul to wait upon ?????????? ????? ???? ???? ???????

????
Ah, those good old days when we were
useful

?ï»?”???ïº?”? ?????? ????? ??????
????? ????

Suddenly those good old days are gone ??????????? ?????? ?????
?ï»?”??ïº?”?

Ten years we’ve been rusting ??????? ?????? ?????
Needing so much more than dusting ??????? ??????? ???????

Figure 4: Table 5 :

SMs TMs
Ask the dishes ????? ?????????????????
They can sing ??????

???????
They can dance ?????????
Dinning room proudly presents,
your dinner

??????? ??ï»?”??? ?????? ????ï»?”?ïº?”? ????ïº?”? ???? ?????

Suddenly those good old days are
gone

??????????? ?????? ????? ?ï»?”??ïº?”?

It’s a nightmare but it’s one ex-
citing ride

?????? ??????ïº?”? ??? ????? ????? ??????? ????

Sweep up the years ????????
?????

Of sadness and tears ????????
???????

And throw them away! ??????? ???ïº?”? ?????????
Men with pointy teeth, and ???????

??????
?????

Please, they’ll eat you up alive ??????? ?????? ?ï»?”?ï»?”???
?????? ??????? ??????? ?????? ???? ???????
?????? ???????? ?????? ?????? ??????
???????? ??????? ??????? ?????? ??????

Figure 5:
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.1 ????’? ??????? ????? ???? ???? ??????? ?’???

There are two metaphors embedded in this single metaphor. First of all, the candlestick is talking about the400
kitchen tools as being human beings; it uses some of the humans’ attributes, such as waiting and the pronoun he,401
to refer to one of the tools. There is personification in this metaphor. The parts of this metaphor are: the object402
(the kitchen tool), the vehicles (he/waiting), the sense (the human being who waits on his master); the kitchen403
tools are likened to servants in this personification. In this animation film, the tools are the servants of the prince.404
The witch turned this prince into a beast and his servants into kitchen tools. The similarity between the kitchen405
tools and servants is as follows: ? Kitchen tools are used to present food and drinks to people. Servants serve406
people by using these kitchen tools. ? Kitchen tools do not behave by themselves; they wait others to use them.407
Like the kitchen tools, servants do not behave as they want; their masters tell them what to do. ? If there is no408
person in the house to use these tools, these tools become un-useful. If there is no master in the house, servants409
become without work, too. ? When one of the kitchen tools becomes out of use, it is thrown away or broken;410
the same happens to the servant who can not serve his/her master.411

Comparing a master to a soul is, furthermore, the second metaphor ’without a soul to wait upon.’ The object412
is (the master), the vehicle is the (soul), and the sense is (being a kind person who deals with others as if they413
are not inferiors to him). The emotional connotations of the word ’soul’ and the use of the verb ’wait’ instead414
of ’serve’ imply the kind of relationship between the master and his servants. They are dealing with each other415
soul to soul. ’Wait’ implies that the servants (the tools) feel happy while they are serving their master; they even416
wait for this moment to come.417

When this metaphor is translated into another language, the translator has to keep the connotations expressed418
by the original metaphor (the tools as servants and the master whom the tools serve happily as a soul). Whether419
there is a loss in the Arabic translation or not, and how the loss is handled are the issues demonstrated in the420
following sections.421

.1 ????’? ??????? ????? ???? ???? ??????? ?’???422

The image of the kitchen tools as servants is expressed in this Arabic expression by the words ?//???’? ???????423
?.’???? The personification that is reflected by the verb ’wait’ and the pronoun ’he’ in the SM is expressed by424
two verbs ????’? ?’?????? in the translation.425

The sense that the servants are not forced to serve is lost in using the imperative verb ?’???.’? But this sense426
is compensated in saying ??????,’? ?’??? which implies that if the tools are not serving, they do not exist. The427
connotation of the verb ’wait’ is compensated by using the phrase ??????.’? ?’??? This is another instance of428
CIK.429

Moreover, there is a difference in the connotations expressed by the SM and its translation. ’He is not whole’430
translates as ??????.’? ???? ’ ’Not whole’ means that he exists but he is not complete. ’ ??’on??????,???431
the contrary, means that he does not exist. ’Soul’ translates into ?’???.’? ’Soul,’ as defined by the al-maany432
dictionary, means ”innermost feelings, heart, spirit, one’s self” (”Soul”, 2020). ?’???’? means ”independent,433
master, chief, feudal lord, monsieur, and gentleman” ?,”???”(? 2020). ’Soul’ does not have any meaning that434
connotes or denotes being a master, but from the context, the reader can get this meaning. The word servant is435
mentioned in the line that precedes this metaphor ’for a servant who is not serving,’ and logically, if there is a436
servant, there is a master. The meaning is compensated in another place.437

On the other hand, the emotional connotations of the word ’soul’ are not reflected by ?.’???’? However, one438
of the meanings of ?’???’? is ’gentleman.’ Being a gentleman means dealing with others gently. The audience439
deduce that this ?’???’? will not be bad in dealing with his servants. The connotations of ’soul’ are compensated440
by the meanings of ?.’???’? This is another instance of CIK.441

In other words, these two words can replace each other even if the Arabic word ?’???’? is more general than442
the specific English term ’soul.’ The gain that the Arabic version has is making it clearer for the young audience443
who may be puzzled by the use of soul. CIP and CIK protect the dubbed song from loss. The overall meaning444
of the SM is preserved.445

.2 Preserving Sound Patterns446

There is a rhyme between the words ’upon’ and ’gone.’ The connection between the phrasal verb ’wait upon’ and447
’gone’ implies that the soul which the tools wait has gone. They are out of service now.448

In the translation, the rhyme connects between the words ’ ???????? ??? ?;’???? it implies that the tools are449
remembering the old days when the master asked them to do things, but these days the tools are out of service.450
The same rhyme is kept, and the sense reflected by this rhyme is preserved in the translation.451

On the other hand, there is alliteration in the SM between the words: ’without and wait.’ This alliteration452
phonetically and semantically connects these words; it implies that without waiting for a master, nothing is going453
to454

[Newmark ()] A Text Book of Translation, P Newmark . 1988. Great Britain: Prentice Hall International.455

[Bite the dust. 2020. In the free dictionary] Bite the dust. 2020. In the free dictionary, http://www.456
thefreedictionary.com/bite+the+dust457
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